Set yourself apart for your career with Lexis Analytics®

Leverage the Lexis Analytics® suite of the most powerful technologies in the legal space to set yourself apart and land your dream job.

Find and use the words judges want to hear with Context.

Utilize breakthrough language analytics to uncover the language your judge uses regularly, along with the fellow jurists and opinions that your judge cites to most often.

1. Click the product selector grid next to the Lexis Advance Research tab at the top-left of the home screen. Select Context.

2. Select Judge from the drop-down menu in the red search bar on the Context platform and enter the Judge’s name. Select one of the suggested names or click the red magnifying glass to run a search.

3. Review the Overview tab for background information, including contact information, judicial experience, education, as well as a breakdown of case volume and type.

4. Review the Analytics tab for Motion Language and Citation Patterns to read the specific logic behind your judge’s decision to grant or deny a motion, and to find the language, precedents and other judges your judge finds most compelling and cites to most often.
5. Review the **Related Materials** tab for a one-stop shop of all opinions, legal news, secondary sources and other materials written by or relating to your judge.

You Ask, Lexis Answers with judicial insights judge cards.

Enter "judge", "justice" or "magistrate" followed by the judge name in the Lexis Advance Search Box to utilize artificial intelligence and powerful machine learning to find background facts and cases related directly to your judge.

The judge card at the top of your results screen can deliver:

- **Available background information on the judge.**
- **Cases** to help you better understand the judge's ruling tendencies, including recent and seminal cases, cases most frequently cited by the judge and cases where other judges cite to your judge.

You'll also find all available opinions where the judge has participated in the case or been mentioned in the case. Use the post-search filters on the left to focus your research or add search words and zero in on your specific issue.